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GendenkanGendenkan experimentsexperiments

Do you think we are being visited by alien Do you think we are being visited by alien 
spaceships on a regular basis?spaceships on a regular basis?
Do you think primitive life exists elsewhere Do you think primitive life exists elsewhere 
in the Universe?in the Universe?
Do you think other advanced civilizations Do you think other advanced civilizations 
exist somewhere else in the Universe?exist somewhere else in the Universe?
Do you think humans will colonize other Do you think humans will colonize other 
Solar Systems?Solar Systems?
Are we alone in the Universe?Are we alone in the Universe?



The Great DemotionsThe Great Demotions
In the 17In the 17thth century, humans had thought that Earth was the only “world.”  century, humans had thought that Earth was the only “world.”  
Galileo proved this wrong by revealing that “the Moon certainly Galileo proved this wrong by revealing that “the Moon certainly does not does not 
possess a smooth and polished surface” and that other worlds migpossess a smooth and polished surface” and that other worlds might look ht look 
“just like the face of the Earth itself.” “just like the face of the Earth itself.” Wrong!Wrong!
The Earth is at the center of the Universe.  The Earth is at the center of the Universe.  Wrong!Wrong!
The Sun is at the center of the Universe. The Sun is at the center of the Universe. Wrong!Wrong!
Our Milky Way is the only galaxy. Our Milky Way is the only galaxy. Wrong!Wrong!
Our galaxy is at the center of the Universe (center of the expanOur galaxy is at the center of the Universe (center of the expansion of the sion of the 
Universe).  We have a unique vantage point on space. Universe).  We have a unique vantage point on space. Wrong!Wrong!
No other star has planets. No other star has planets. Wrong!Wrong!
There is something special about our motion here on the Earth.  There is something special about our motion here on the Earth.  Newton Newton 
called this a “privileged frame of reference.”  Albert Einstein called this a “privileged frame of reference.”  Albert Einstein later later 
postulated that all “inertial frames of reference” hold the samepostulated that all “inertial frames of reference” hold the same physical physical 
standards.  This is his Special Theory of Relativity. standards.  This is his Special Theory of Relativity. Wrong!Wrong!
Well, even if our position, our epoch, or motion, and our world Well, even if our position, our epoch, or motion, and our world are not are not 
unique, maybe we are.  We’re different from the other animals.  unique, maybe we are.  We’re different from the other animals.  We’re We’re 
specially created. Then Charles Darwin demonstrated the power ofspecially created. Then Charles Darwin demonstrated the power of
evolution, and that we are descendants of animals. evolution, and that we are descendants of animals. Wrong!Wrong!
Maybe we’re humiliatingly related to apes, but at least we’re thMaybe we’re humiliatingly related to apes, but at least we’re the best e best 
there is.  God and angels aside, we’re the only intelligent beinthere is.  God and angels aside, we’re the only intelligent beings in the gs in the 
Universe. Universe. 

*Information from Pale Blue Dot by Carl Sagan
Wrong?Wrong?



The Drake EquationThe Drake Equation

Nstars = number of stars in the Galaxy
Number of civilizations = Nstars x fnowx fhp

fhp = fraction of stars with habitable planets

fciv = faction of life-bearing planets where a civilization has
at some time arisen

fnow = fraction of civilizations which exist now

flife = fraction of habitable planets which actually contain life

x flifex fciv

This is a variation of the Drake equation first expressed in 196This is a variation of the Drake equation first expressed in 1961 by 1 by 
Cornell University astronomer Frank Drake.  Dr. Drake is known aCornell University astronomer Frank Drake.  Dr. Drake is known as the s the 
father of SETI, and has been a pioneer in the field since its infather of SETI, and has been a pioneer in the field since its inception.ception.
He and others were optimistic about the fractions and they used He and others were optimistic about the fractions and they used this to this to 
begin SETI.begin SETI.



What we think we knowWhat we think we know
NNstarsstars=200,000,000,000=200,000,000,000
ffhphp=?=?
–– Fraction of stars with planets Fraction of stars with planets –– 0.10.1--1.01.0

Planets found to date are 
most common around metal 
rich stars.

But still ~10% of stars 
surveyed for Jovians are 
known to have at least 1. 
And the surveys are just now 
reaching far enough out to 
detect our own Jupiter if it 
were around another star. 

Some believe fplanet~1.



Which Stars make Good Suns?Which Stars make Good Suns?
•• They must be old enough so that life could arise (Billion years)They must be old enough so that life could arise (Billion years)

–– this rules out the massive O & B main sequence starsthis rules out the massive O & B main sequence stars
•• They must allow for stable planetary orbitsThey must allow for stable planetary orbits

–– this rules out binary and multiple star systems (about half)this rules out binary and multiple star systems (about half)
•• They must have relatively large They must have relatively large habitable zoneshabitable zones

–– region where largeregion where large
terrestrial planetsterrestrial planets
could have a surfacecould have a surface
temperature thattemperature that
allows water to existallows water to exist
as a liquidas a liquid



Habitable PlanetsHabitable Planets

ffplanetplanet~ 0.1 to 1.0~ 0.1 to 1.0
But fBut fhphp~0.01 to 0.1  (1/10~0.01 to 0.1  (1/10thth of of ffplanetplanet))
–– Long enough life > 1 Billion yearsLong enough life > 1 Billion years
–– Large enough Habitable zoneLarge enough Habitable zone

Why don’t we know the exact value?Why don’t we know the exact value?



Detection ProblemDetection Problem
Earth is ~10Earth is ~101010 times fainter than the Sun at optical times fainter than the Sun at optical 
wavelengthswavelengths
~10~1066 times faintertimes fainter
at 10 micronsat 10 microns

At 10 pc, habitableAt 10 pc, habitable
zone is only 0.2’’ zone is only 0.2’’ 
(Earth’s orbit appears as a dime at 6 miles)(Earth’s orbit appears as a dime at 6 miles)
(Earth’s diameter would be a dime at 150,000 miles)(Earth’s diameter would be a dime at 150,000 miles)

New space observatories will be sensitive to New space observatories will be sensitive to extrasolarextrasolar
planets.planets.



FFlifelife??

So what is the So what is the 
fraction of habitable fraction of habitable 
planets where life planets where life 
actually forms?actually forms?
Life on Earth began Life on Earth began 
as soon as the right as soon as the right 
environment became environment became 
available.  available.  
What do we know What do we know 
about the other about the other 
planets in the Solar planets in the Solar 
System?  

pptsppts\\mforce.wavmforce.wav

System?  



Our Best Candidate for Extraterrestrial LifeOur Best Candidate for Extraterrestrial Life
Mars is the best candidate to Mars is the best candidate to 
host life for several reasons:host life for several reasons:
•• Mars was apparently warm & Mars was apparently warm & 

wet for some periods in its wet for some periods in its 
distant pastdistant past

•• It had the chemical ingredients It had the chemical ingredients 
for lifefor life

•• It still has significant amounts of It still has significant amounts of 
water icewater ice

•• Pockets of underground liquid Pockets of underground liquid 
water water mightmight exist if there is still exist if there is still 
volcanic heatvolcanic heat

•• Mars exploration focuses on Mars exploration focuses on 
finding evidence of water, finding evidence of water, 
biological activity and ultimately biological activity and ultimately 
fossils.fossils.Mars at 2001 opposition

Hubble Space Telescope image



Fossils on Mars?Fossils on Mars?

If we never find fossils on Mars, then If we never find fossils on Mars, then fflifelife is is 
probably small.probably small.
If we ever find fossils on Mars, then If we ever find fossils on Mars, then fflifelife is is 
probably 1.0?probably 1.0?
Again, stay tuned…Again, stay tuned…



Possible Life on Jovian MoonsPossible Life on Jovian Moons
Beneath its icy surface, Europa may have an Beneath its icy surface, Europa may have an 
ocean of liquid water.ocean of liquid water.
•• tidal heating keeps it warm tidal heating keeps it warm 
•• possibly with volcanic vents on the ocean possibly with volcanic vents on the ocean 

floorfloor
Ganymede & Callisto may also have Ganymede & Callisto may also have 
subsurface oceans, but tidal heating is subsurface oceans, but tidal heating is 
weaker.weaker.

Titan has a thick atmosphere and oceans of Titan has a thick atmosphere and oceans of 
methane & ethane.methane & ethane.
•• water is frozenwater is frozen
•• perhaps life can exist in liquids other than waterperhaps life can exist in liquids other than water

Pockets of liquid water might exist deep Pockets of liquid water might exist deep 
underground.underground.

Titan in visible

Titan in infrared
from Keck – B. Macintosh



On what fraction of living worlds do On what fraction of living worlds do 
civilizations develop?  civilizations develop?  ffcivciv

Again, we have only 1 example (1 for 1, or 1 in a Again, we have only 1 example (1 for 1, or 1 in a 
billion)?billion)?
Certainly Certainly ffcivciv is not 1.0 since some planets are is not 1.0 since some planets are 
doomed to be destroyed by parent star or large doomed to be destroyed by parent star or large 
meteor collisions, but it could be a large fraction.meteor collisions, but it could be a large fraction.
Only one branch of bacteria has ever made it to Only one branch of bacteria has ever made it to 
multicellularmulticellular status.status.
–– Perhaps all complex life evolved from a single lucky Perhaps all complex life evolved from a single lucky 

bacteria.bacteria.

Let’s assume Let’s assume ffcivciv is only 0.01 (1 in a 100 living is only 0.01 (1 in a 100 living 
worlds develop a civilization).worlds develop a civilization).



Civilizations out there now? Civilizations out there now? ffnownow

Carl Carl SaganSagan and others pointed out that technical civilizations may be shorand others pointed out that technical civilizations may be short t 
lived.lived.
Most of the Sun’s history we haven’t been here and at most we’llMost of the Sun’s history we haven’t been here and at most we’ll be here be here 
for about 20% of the Sun’s life.for about 20% of the Sun’s life.
That is we might destroy ourselves (and maybe all advanced life)That is we might destroy ourselves (and maybe all advanced life)
–– Nuclear WarNuclear War
–– Biological warfareBiological warfare
–– Run out of resources (overpopulation)Run out of resources (overpopulation)
–– Run away greenhouseRun away greenhouse

Or we are destroyedOr we are destroyed
–– Parent star diesParent star dies
–– Nearby supernovaNearby supernova
–– Major asteroid impactMajor asteroid impact

If lifespan is 100 years, then If lifespan is 100 years, then ffnownow=0.00000001=0.00000001
Let’s assume Let’s assume ffnownow=0.001 (10 million year life)=0.001 (10 million year life)



Putting it togetherPutting it together
Number of Civilizations in the Galaxy right now…Number of Civilizations in the Galaxy right now…

NNcivciv= = NNstarsstarsxx ffhphpxx fflifelife x x ffcivciv x x ffnownow
–– NNstarsstars =200,000,000,000=200,000,000,000
–– ffhphp=0.01 to 0.1=0.01 to 0.1
–– fflifelife=0.1 to 1.0=0.1 to 1.0
–– ffcivciv=0.01=0.01
–– ffnownow=0.001=0.001
–– FFtotaltotal = 1 in 100,000,000 to 1 in a million.= 1 in 100,000,000 to 1 in a million.

NNcivciv=2,000 to 200,000 today=2,000 to 200,000 today
–– But there have been 2,000,000 to But there have been 2,000,000 to 

200,000,000 civilizations before.200,000,000 civilizations before.
Can we find each other?Can we find each other?



SSearch for earch for EExtraxtraTTerrestrial errestrial IIntelligencentelligence

Maybe travel is much harder than we think. What about Maybe travel is much harder than we think. What about 
communication instead of spaceships? communication instead of spaceships? 
That is the idea behind the SETI program.That is the idea behind the SETI program.

Use radio telescopes to listen for Use radio telescopes to listen for 
encoded radio signals.encoded radio signals.
•• search strategies are used to decide search strategies are used to decide 

which stars to observewhich stars to observe
•• now they scan millions of frequencies now they scan millions of frequencies 

at onceat once
Due to low chance of success and large Due to low chance of success and large 
amount of time required, SETI is now amount of time required, SETI is now 
privately funded.privately funded.



Sending our own beaconSending our own beacon
In 1974, we sent out our In 1974, we sent out our 
own beacon to the stars.  own beacon to the stars.  
Specifically we sent notice Specifically we sent notice 
of ourselves to M13, which of ourselves to M13, which 
is a globular cluster that is a globular cluster that 
has a few hundred has a few hundred 
thousand stars.thousand stars.
M13 is 21,000 M13 is 21,000 lyrslyrs away, so away, so 
a return signal wouldn’t be a return signal wouldn’t be 
received for received for atleastatleast 42,000 42,000 
yrs!yrs!
Many people in the public Many people in the public 
argue that we should not argue that we should not 
be so quick to send out be so quick to send out 
information about information about 
ourselves.  They think we ourselves.  They think we 
should just sit back and should just sit back and 
listen first!  

This is the signal sent to M13.  From left to 
right are numbers from one to ten, atoms 
including hydrogen and carbon, some 
interesting molecules, DNA, a human with 
description, basics of our Solar System, and 
basics of the sending telescope. 

listen first!  



Where are the Aliens?Where are the Aliens?
Assuming, like us, most civilizations take 5 billion yrs to Assuming, like us, most civilizations take 5 billion yrs to 
arise.arise.
•• the Galaxy is 10 billion yrs old, 5 billion yrs older than Earththe Galaxy is 10 billion yrs old, 5 billion yrs older than Earth
•• IF there are other civilizations, the first could have arisen asIF there are other civilizations, the first could have arisen as early early 

as 5 billion yrs agoas 5 billion yrs ago
•• there should be many civilizations which are millions or billionthere should be many civilizations which are millions or billions of s of 

years ahead of usyears ahead of us
•• they have had plenty of time to colonize the Galaxythey have had plenty of time to colonize the Galaxy

Will we colonize the galaxy?  With modest improvements Will we colonize the galaxy?  With modest improvements 
in technology it is plausible that…in technology it is plausible that…
•• within a few millennia, out of curiosity or boredom, we could within a few millennia, out of curiosity or boredom, we could 

colonize a few nearby starscolonize a few nearby stars
•• in 100,000 years, our descendants could spread out to 100s of in 100,000 years, our descendants could spread out to 100s of 

light yearslight years
•• in a few tens of millions of years, we could have outposts in a few tens of millions of years, we could have outposts 

throughout the Galaxythroughout the Galaxy



Where are the Aliens?Where are the Aliens?

So…where is everybody?  Why haven’t they So…where is everybody?  Why haven’t they 
visited us?visited us?
•• this is known as this is known as Fermi’s paradoxFermi’s paradox
•• named after physicist Enrico Fermi, who first asked the named after physicist Enrico Fermi, who first asked the 

question in 1950question in 1950
•• Fermi also produced first controlled nuclear reaction.Fermi also produced first controlled nuclear reaction.

•• Stronger version Stronger version –– Time to evolve civilization is Time to evolve civilization is 
longer than the time to colonize the galaxy. So it longer than the time to colonize the galaxy. So it 
should be winner takes all!should be winner takes all!



Maybe civilizations are too far Maybe civilizations are too far 
away, or they don’t know about us?away, or they don’t know about us?

TPF will only work to 10 pc, and it might TPF will only work to 10 pc, and it might 
take us a long time to reach 100 pc.take us a long time to reach 100 pc.
Also, our Also, our tvtv signals only reach 10s of pc.signals only reach 10s of pc.
100 pc sphere has a volume of 4.1x10100 pc sphere has a volume of 4.1x1066

pcpc33..
–– Includes only 1.7 million stars.Includes only 1.7 million stars.
–– So from our fractions, that’s from 0.02 to 2 So from our fractions, that’s from 0.02 to 2 

civilizations.civilizations.
–– Maybe we’re just not looking far enough?Maybe we’re just not looking far enough?



But… TPF Turned AroundBut… TPF Turned Around

Ben Zuckerman (UCLA) has used the Ben Zuckerman (UCLA) has used the 
possibility of TPF to argue against possibility of TPF to argue against 
intelligent life.intelligent life.
If we can search for life bearing planets If we can search for life bearing planets 
nearby, why couldn’t aliens find us?nearby, why couldn’t aliens find us?
He points out that the Solar System is He points out that the Solar System is 
moving relative to other stars so our moving relative to other stars so our 
neighbors are constantly changing.neighbors are constantly changing.



Could we be aliens?Could we be aliens?



Possible Solutions to Fermi’s Possible Solutions to Fermi’s 
ParadoxParadox

We We areare alone.alone.
•• One or more of our fractions is way too optimistic.One or more of our fractions is way too optimistic.
•• Earths are rarer than we think.Earths are rarer than we think.

•• Moon needed to stabilize rotation. Otherwise our axis would ofteMoon needed to stabilize rotation. Otherwise our axis would often tip n tip 
over creating climate extremes.over creating climate extremes.

•• Jupiter needed to sweep inner solar system of debris. Otherwise Jupiter needed to sweep inner solar system of debris. Otherwise 
bombardments would cause 100 times more mass extinctions.bombardments would cause 100 times more mass extinctions.

•• Terrestrial planets are much rarer than Terrestrial planets are much rarer than JoviansJovians. We were an accident . We were an accident 
during the formation of the Sun.during the formation of the Sun.

•• Life almost never becomes complex.Life almost never becomes complex.
•• Lucky bacteria theoryLucky bacteria theory

•• Civilizations are extremely rare and we are the first one to ariCivilizations are extremely rare and we are the first one to arisese
•• Then we are unique, the first components of the Universe to attaThen we are unique, the first components of the Universe to attain in 

selfself--awareness.awareness.



Possible Solutions to Fermi’s ParadoxPossible Solutions to Fermi’s Paradox

Civilizations are common, but no one has colonized the Civilizations are common, but no one has colonized the 
Galaxy.Galaxy.
•• Perhaps interstellar travel is even harder or costlier than we iPerhaps interstellar travel is even harder or costlier than we imaginemagine

•• But every civilization must have resisted the urge.But every civilization must have resisted the urge.
•• Perhaps most civilizations have no desire to travel or colonizePerhaps most civilizations have no desire to travel or colonize
•• Perhaps most civilizations have destroyed themselves before theyPerhaps most civilizations have destroyed themselves before they

could explorecould explore
•• Will we explore the stars, will we happen to destroy ourselves fWill we explore the stars, will we happen to destroy ourselves first?irst?

There There isis a Galactic civilization.a Galactic civilization.
•• It has deliberately concealed itself from usIt has deliberately concealed itself from us
•• Are we the Galaxy’s rookies, who may be on the verge of a great Are we the Galaxy’s rookies, who may be on the verge of a great 

adventure?  This implies the aliens are obeying the prime directadventure?  This implies the aliens are obeying the prime directive ive 
by not disturbing the us.by not disturbing the us.



More questions than answers.More questions than answers.

Life and even intelligent life may (or may not) be Life and even intelligent life may (or may not) be 
a natural and common result of the evolutionary a natural and common result of the evolutionary 
processes of the Universe.processes of the Universe.
Life may (or may not) be common.Life may (or may not) be common.
We may (or may not) colonize the galaxy.We may (or may not) colonize the galaxy.
Alien intelligence may (or may not) know we’re Alien intelligence may (or may not) know we’re 
here.here.
We may (or may not) evolve into completely We may (or may not) evolve into completely 
new forms.new forms.



To be continued…To be continued…

We will know much more about these We will know much more about these 
questions during your life.questions during your life.
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